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Editorial Dub
At the grand crossroads of creativity, where an African artist meets surrealism and the

abstract, you will rendezvous with the one featured in this issue. A Cameroonian,
interpreting a European styling, as Modigliani when sculpting 'Women's Head', was

influenced by the Baule of the Ivory Coast. Makes me think of Gebre Kristos, the
pioneering  Ethiopian artist, who introduced abstract art to his homeland on his return from

art studies in Europe; vilified by many, accused of abandoning ancient artistic traditions.

Partly because he wasn't formally trained, his seems like a more, could we say, home
grown use of the aforementioned two schools of European art; what might be called a

more accessible use of the abstract: surrealism for the average man.

KiSwahili with its foreign influences, remains an African tongue: of the Bantu. The creativity
of this artist, with stylistic input from outside, remains African Art: of Cameroon. I am happy

to present to you, Angu Walters.

Editor: Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com – An African School Production

https://reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/izibongo-magazine-2017_28.html

http://rastaites.com/izibongo-issue-7-mohammed-fadul

from Art Cameroon
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Biographical Note
Angu Walters was born in 1980, native of Nsongwa in the Mezam Division of the North

West Province of Cameroon.

His interest in painting started when he was a boy experimenting with ink from different
pen colors, mixed and applied them on torn cardboards, which were sometimes hung on

the walls of his mother’s sitting room. His mother invited Spee, a very famous artist to
show him what the child was doing with the materials he could find in his milieu, thereafter
the artist took him to his workshop, under his guidance so to better improve on his skills. 
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The Flutist
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The Painter of Music
Angu Walters is a prolific painter who lives in the African village of Bamenda,
Cameroon. He was trained by international artist Nzante Spee and discovered

by a local Las Vegas web designer, Chuck Cavanaugh. Cavanaugh brought
Walter’s work to the United States and has been exhibiting it locally through its
primary home in Las Vegas, the Joseph Watson Collection at the Arts Factory.
Walters work deals with the abstract and surreal in his paintings, which focus

primarily on the core elements of our lives such as survival and spirituality. He
also “paints” music which he claims reflects the happy side of life. Walters

believes that his dreams are inspirational to his life and works. His works are
exhibited internationally in galleries in Washington DC, Australia, and in the

National Museum in Yaoundé. 

from LOC - Left of Center Gallery

Music Is Love II

from Art Cameroon



The Happy Family
from Pinterest

He titles his favourite painting “The Happy Family” because to him, the family is the
foundation on which a successful professional and matrimonial life is built. 

talking of Angu Walters  
from Art Cameroon



from True African Art

Angu Walters is a prolific painter who lives in the African village of Bamenda,
Cameroon. He was trained by international artist Nzante Spee and discovered

by a local Las Vegas web designer, Chuck Cavanaugh. Cavanaugh brought
Walter’s work to the United States and has been exhibiting it locally through its
primary home in Las Vegas, the Joseph Watson Collection at the Arts Factory.
Walters work deals with the abstract and surreal in his paintings, which focus

primarily on the core elements of our lives such as survival and spirituality. He
also “paints” music which he claims reflects the happy side of life. Walters

believes that his dreams are inspirational to his life and works. His works are
exhibited internationally in galleries in Washington DC, Australia, and in the

National Museum in Yaoundé.

from LOC – Left of Center Gallery 



Together in Love
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Caring

from Fine Art America



Evening Prayer
from Art Cameroon

Cavanaugh discovered Walters five years ago during a visit to his village in Cameroon. Walters’
abstract and surrealist paintings hung in the village hotel, and Cavanaugh decided to investigate

their creator, he said.

Walters welcomed the travelers into his home. Cavanaugh likened the visit to entering Merlin’s
cave, an "enormous treasure in a highly unlikely setting," he said.

"We found Angu Walters living in very humble circumstances, down an alley in a set of adjacent

rooms which he shares with a sister and her family," Cavanaugh said. "Inside of his hovel were

these treasures. The contrast was most striking. It was quite an experience."

Cavanaugh purchased pieces and exchanged information with Walters.

"It was just a random chance (encounter), and he seemed like such a nice guy," Cavanaugh

said. "You just like him immediately and want to help him."

from Las Vegas Review Journal



CAMEROON

The art of Angu Walters will be featured this summer at the Left of Center Art Gallery in
North Las Vegas.

Local fans of the artist may wish to attend the Opening this coming Saturday from noon to 
3pm. We will have Angu Walters available to chat via Skype.

LEFT OF CENTER ART GALLERY

2207 W Gowan Rd, North Las Vegas, NV 89032
(702) 647-7378

from Art Cameroon

"I feel extremely overwhelmed with joy because I know this is an opportunity of a
lifetime for any artist especially from the Third World to share your talent with the rest
of the world," Walters said in an email. "Left of Center Gallery is making that sharing

possible through the exhibition of my works. I believe they have what it takes to
expose my talent to the world." 

Angu Walters

from Las Vegas Review

http://www.leftofcenterart.org/


Prayer
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Mother and Child
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